
He is a white noodle, slowly moving never to be found,
He is lurking in the shadows deep underground.

He slowly moves slithering on his belly;
The worm is squidgy, like strawberry jelly.

He is the farmer’s friend, he helps things grow,
You never know there might be a worm working hard, deep below.

He moves up and down through the soil like a stitcher,
He is a superhero who munches the earth and makes it richer!
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I have a pet pig who wanders about,
He has tiny little ears and a long squashy snout.

He has good hearing, just like a bat -
I must mention that he’s incredibly fat!

Although he has no shovel, my pig loves to dig,
His favourite food to eat is a fig.
He eats the food I keep in a bag;
His favourite game to play is tag!

His scaly skin is gross green.
He swims underwater like a submarine

Out of sight, he cannot be seen;
He’s a mean man-eating machine.

People run for their lives
Because his teeth are shiny white knives!

He looks big, heavy, and slow
But he’s actually long, fast, and ready to go!



Flamingo with chips
Flamingo in dips
Flamingo on toast

And, of course, Flamingo roast.
Flamingo wings;

That goes with lots of things!
It’s Friday! Hey jingo!
And I eat Flamingo.

The dinner that I like most
Is my Nana Barnes’s Sunday roast!

To start the meal with a bang:
Garlic prawns with a chilli tang!

Yorkshire pudding, beef, and peas
Would I like seconds? YES PLEASE!

Pudding is my favourite course
Vanilla sponge with toffee sauce.
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Slinky tigers prowling round the thick brown bark
While cheeky, furry monkeys swing on the vines so dark.

Tweeting song-birds singing above the leaves
As rainbow coloured butterflies flutter with the bees.

Tall graceful Giraffes search for lunch up high
But small scuttery spiders search for theirs amongst the flies.

The home for all these animals is the sturdy Jungle tree.
I hope they are happy, just like me!

Butterfly, butterfly, fly up high,
Fly up high in the sapphire sky!
Butterfly, butterfly, fly around,

Please don’t make a sound.
Butterfly, butterfly, your wings are aglow

Especially when you fly so low.
Butterfly, butterfly you’re delicate and light

Especially when flying towards the night.



My guinea pigs just love to munch,
Like eating machines, they gobble their lunch.
With knives for teeth, they chew and swallow;
They sprint so fast they are hard to follow.

Full of beans, they dash about,
Diving into tunnels and bouncing out.

As warm as a fleece, as light as a feather,
When the sun goes down, they snuggle together.

One day there was a spider under my bed
It crawled on top of my head!
Mr Spider, you’re really big!
I think I’ll call you Mr Jig!

So, Mr Jig, how are you doing?
Do you think if I stand on you,

you’ll be ruined?
When I get in bed at night,

You crawl over me and give me a fright!



Cooked to perfection, tossed in the air,
Caught in the pan and not in my hair.
This circle of chewy, tasty delight,
Can be sprinkled with sugar,
crispy and white.
Add sharp lemon juice,
sweet raspberry jam,
Or savoury treats,
like cheese and ham.
I can’t wait to eat a
pancake so yummy!
How many can I
fit into my tummy?

Pepperoni Pizza is so divine,
It’s the favourite food of mine.
Cheese, chive, and chorizo too,
It makes my taste buds go woo-hoo!
Pizza comes from a place called Naples,
And it’s one of Italy’s daily staples.
Perfect Pizza is now a world phenomenon,
And I, for one, could eat it on and on.



Crusty, flavoured, crunchy bread,
Smothered on top is tomato spread.

Cheese, ham, sweetcorn on top;
A pinch of herbs makes the pizza go pop!

The flavour explodes with a big bang,
When you taste the cheesy tang.
Wash it down with a fruity drink,

At the end of the meal,
the glasses go clink.

It’s pizza night and there ain’t no stopping;
Loads of choices, as I’m adding my topping.

I finish with a flourish, sprinklin’ on the cheese,
A few extra chillies: as much as you please!
Thin and crispy is the perfect pizza base,
Turn up the heat, the oven is the place.

Cooking time’s up, as we hear the pizza sizzlin’!
Get the napkins ready, the whole family’s dribblin’!



On our farm we have six pigs,
They are growing very big.

Where they live is full of mud,
Guess we are lucky there wasn’t a flood!

The smallest one fell down a drain,
Getting her out was such a pain.
They climb in their trough when we

give them their food,
No table manners at all, how rude!

My favourite dish has to be fish and chips,
Great with vinegar and a couple of dips.

Soft potato soldiers fried in a pan,
Bring back memories of tea with Gran!
White fluffy flakes in crispy batter,

When it’s brought out, it really stops the chatter.
To make this glorious feast a dream,
Add a dessert and make it ice cream!

Hungry Tungry sat at the table
There was no food, so he ate the TV Cable!
Then he munched through the rubbish bin,
For dessert he had an empty biscuit tin.

After that, he had a normal meal,
French fries and a juicy eel,

Because Hungry Tungry,
Is always very hungry!


